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Risks of Anesthesia Free Pet Dental 
Cleanings 
“Anesthesia free” may seem to most like a less risky procedure for your dog or cat than a veterinary 
dental cleaning under anesthesia. Of course we all love our pets and are nervous about the idea of them 
going under anesthesia. However, when it comes to pet dental health, the risks of periodontal disease 
and oral health problems due to lack of proper dental care far outweigh the risk of anesthesia. 

After years of anesthesia free pet dentals, this dog had lost so much bone 

structure due to undetected periodontal disease the probe goes through the 

entire jaw. This dog ended up needing 16 teeth extracted as they could not 

be saved. 

Consider the following about anesthesia free pet dentals and 
Periodontal disease: 

 Periodontal disease is the most common clinical condition among adult dogs and cats. 
Unfortunately, there are often no visible signs of periodontal disease until there is so 
much damage beneath the gum-line that the pet often has bone loss and loses teeth. Anesthesia 
free dental procedures have no way of cleaning beneath the gumline to prevent periodontal 
disease, nor are they able to look beneath the gum-line to identify problems before they become 
painful and expensive to treat. Learn more about pet periodontal disease. 

 During an anesthesia free dental procedure, the surfaces of your pet’s teeth are scaled with an 
instrument leaving grooves in the pet’s teeth and a rough surface prime for the adherence of 
more bacteria. 

 Your pet is very likely uncomfortable and in pain during an anesthesia free dental procedure. A 
veterinary cleaning allows them to undergo a proper cleaning without any pain or discomfort. 

 Painful conditions can’t be identified during an anesthesia free pet dental procedure. It is 
impossible to do x-rays and adequately examine all surfaces of your pet’s oral cavity while 
awake. Radiographs and a veterinary oral health evaluation are vital in detecting problems early 
while they are relatively easy and much less expensive to treat. 

 Anesthesia free dental cleanings give pet owners a false sense of security. Unfortunately, just 
because their pet’s teeth appear whiter doesn’t mean they are free from oral disease. 

 The cost of an anesthesia free dental procedure is cheaper in the short run. However, pet owners 
are risking the need for much higher costs to care for severe dental problems that have gone 
unidentified for a number of years. 
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